Introduction
During the First and Second World Wars, Lithuania became a battleground. German troops advancing eastwards crossed the country during spring and autumn 1915, as well as in June 1941. Having launched a counter-offensive, the Red Army re-entered Lithuanian territory in summer 1944. Both these battles and the periods of occupation gave many German soldiers the opportunity to become acquainted with Lithuania and its inhabitants.
The following essay will present and evaluate the impressions which the German conquerors had of the land and its inhabitants. Above all, it will make use of contemporary press reports, documents and memoirs. Notwithstanding censorship and restrictions on the press, reporting-especially by the various press organisations and the newspapers distributed to the troops-mirrored the opinions and beliefs of many of the Germans who entered the land. In order to guarantee their credibility, the newspapers distributed to soldiers had to rely on reports which seemed realistic based on their own views. 1 This analysis is connected to the observations of Gabriel Vejas Liulevicius who, in his book War Lands on the Eastern Front, made plain how clearly the Germans staffing the administration and the army during the First World War understood themselves to be the representatives of a superior culture and tutors for the indigenous people, such that their goals went far beyond pure administration and the land's exploitation. 2 Although Liulevicius only discusses the similarities and parallels with the German occupation of 1941-44 towards the end of his book, the comparison is of central importance.
The feeling of superiority
In both the First and Second World Wars there was an obvious difference between the soldiers' attitudes towards the Western and Eastern Fronts. In the latter case, the soldiers experienced a significant cultural difference between themselves and the native inhabitants. They consistently felt superior to the inhabitants in almost every respect: power, culture and erudition.
The first distinct impression during the advance of 1915 was that the land had an almost medieval primitiveness: -In the majority of cases, the water supply to the towns in Lithuania takes the most primitive form. It consists almost only of draw-wells located near to manure pits-often even right next to those places where the inhabitants of the land answer the call of nature. Latrines are almost completely absent. Their dreadful condition explains why they are not used even by inhabitants unaccustomed to luxuries….‖ Almost automatically this situation created new tasks that had to be dealt with at once: -…care will be taken to dispose of waste products regularly, also to keep the streets clean-especially by digging deep ditches at the side of the road and constructing bridges at the entrance to courtyards and houses which permit water to flow underneath them. These silt up gradually in Lithuania's villages and hamlets, while in towns the gutters become blocked, such that effluent is dammed up in the vilest way.‖ 3 Animal husbandry in Lithuanian villages is described eloquently: -According to ageold custom, in so far as they fit through the door, household animals have their share of the space in which the farmers live. Chickens and goats come in freely and, along with dog and cat, make sure that no left-over morsel of food remains lying on the only room's hard-trodden earth floor. That they leave behind other traces of their presence does not concern the animal-friendly Lithuanian farmer.‖ 4 Even in June 1941, right at the start of the invasion, there were striking perceptions: -Regiments are marching and columns are rolling across Lithuania's miserable roads. The borders of the Reich already lie far behind us, and the memory of the last clean billet in the East Prussian military zone seems almost like a dream. Admittedly the meadow landscape's luscious green fields, which are broken up repeatedly by coppices and woods, have a certain charm. And the low grey wooden cottages with their straw thatches might be nice too-so long as you don't actually go inside. But this dust…!‖ 5 It is -a land in which roads in our Central European sense are an unknown concept.‖ 6 -For the most part, it is not worth hanging around. The villages are dirt poor, and the towns are large villages. Many have been burned down and the street is strewn with splinters of glass, cement and chunks of brick, and sagging wires, which sway in the wind, chinking gently if you touch them.… Today we dream from time to time (…) dream of our distant homeland in which-it almost seems like a remote fairytale to us (…)-there are dust-free roads, with a dark, smooth asphalt surface, across which lorries glide silently without clunking, bouncing and jarring (…) and somewhere the great wizard Todt has laid Reich motorways through beautiful green land like shining double ribbons (…) but the further East we go, the more are we inclined to suppose that there cannot really be such a thing, rather that our imagination is playing a trick on us here, and a mirage has deceived our dusty eyes in the shining sun's reflection from the road's surface which, in much diluted form, floats in the air in front of and above us.‖ 7 A description from autumn 1918 is similar: -Quite deliberately all lorries drive more slowly when they approach a Lithuanian village. It is on account of the road usually becoming worse here than in other places and having potholes which only dry out after eight days of unbroken sunshine-and consequently they almost never do so under this changeable sky. The farmer in Lithuania does not worry a great deal about the roads. He leaves them to the hens, the cattle and the people who travel around the world rather than stay happily at home as he does. It is much more pleasant in his cottage or on the bench than on the dirty road. He is not
